Set Up Manual
Option 1 - Standard Install
Standard cable without Cable Box direct to TV
This application requires no additinal equipment. After the installation of the TV, attach TV cable
and power cable. Cabinet is controlled by remote; TV is also controlled by TV remote.

Option 2 - Standard Install with Cable Box or DVD Player
Attach cable box and/or DVD player to TV into nightstand
This application requires the consumer to obtain a 15’ cable that will go from TV under bed to
component cabinet.
Option 3 - Installation with Cable Box and other components hidden under bed.
This application requires
1. small piece of plywood to place components on to avoid resistance from carpet
2. IR Repeater System featured below

This system is easy to install and will allow up to 4 components to be operated remotely with only
repeater eye visible in room.
Optional Equipment
IR Repeater System
Easily Installs into any TheaterLift
Cabinet and controls all components
within the cabinet with doors closed.
Supplied in System:
• Table Top Sensor
• Sensor Cable
• Main System Unit
• 4 Microﬂaskers
• 12 V DC Power Supply
SYSTEM PRICE: $199.95

Bedroom Lift Cabinets - 4 models available

Purchase a
Touchstone
Cabinet
and receive an

IR Repeater
System
for

1/2 price!

Touchstone Product Assembly
A. Unpacking
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1. Remove all screws from bottom of pallet (ﬁg 1)
and lift wood frame from around carton (ﬁg 2). Slide
or lift the box off the pallet.

2. With utility knife, cut 1/2” from base of box, all the
way around the perimeter of the box. Make sure
you don’t cut higher or deeper than 1” as you could
damage the cabinet (ﬁg 3). Lift box from cabinet.
Use empty box for disposal of packing materials F
(ﬁg 4).

3. Remove all styrofoam blocks. Vacuum interior of
cabinet to remove ﬁnal styrofoam pellets.
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4. Place cabinet in area to be used, but leave it 2
feet away from wall so there’s room to install the TV
(ﬁg 5).

*Note: Review the component area on back of TV. On some
TVs, the components end up behind the “L” bracket and
require spacers. Multiple sizes of these spacers are included.
These spacers should be installed on the TV before the clips are
secured. We provide most commonly used metric bolts to attach
the 4 clips to a TV. If the factory supplied bolts do not ﬁt, you wiil
need to acquire the proper size bolts.
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5.Place TV brackets and components in a safe
place. (ﬁg. 6)
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6. Lift top up from front. (Caution: Make sure lid doesn’t slam shut.) Remove “L”
bracket from the lift machine (ﬁg 7). Three bolts secure this piece.

B. TV Installation
1. Lay TV face down on soft blanket or similar piece.
2. Remove bottom stand from TV (if still attached)
3. Find mounting holes on TV. Most TVs have 4, 6 or 8
holes, evenly spaced for mounting (ﬁg 8).
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4. Secure clips (4) to TV with appropriate
bolts. (Clips are approximately 4” long with
center hole)
5. After clips are secure, slide 2 rails through
clips and center them (ﬁg 9).
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6. Mount the “L” bracket (that you removed
from the lift mechanism) to the cross bars (ﬁg 12).
(Crossbars have 5mm threaded holes.) Attach the
“L” bracket to the two cross pieces with 4 (5mm)
bolts and recess into beveled holes so they won’t
interfere with the raising and lowering of the lift.
Lock with thumb screw provided. You will not be
able to lock the rails to the clips until the L-Bracket
is attached.
*Note: Top of “L” bracket should be even with the top
of TV on all bedroom units.

7. IMPORTANT! Two people are required for this
step. Have two bolts ready to secure “L” bracket.
Raised the lift about 3/4 of the way up. Lift TV
and place “L” bracket on Lift. Hold steady and
place three bolts in the top to secure, but do not
completely tighten.
8. Person in front should center the TV while the
person behind TV tightens center bolt ﬁrst and
then tightens the two side bolts. This sequence
pushes the TV slightly away from the Lift which
reduces the chance of the lift catching on the “L”
bracket.
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9. CAREFULLY lower TV into cabinet by pressing remote “Down” button. Hitting the remote’s
“Up” button will stop the down motion. Check to see that there is enough room for accessory
components on the bottom area of cabinet (ﬁg 13).
10. Attach all accessory components making sure all cable lengths are sufﬁcient (6 foot minimum)
so they won’t get pulled out when TV rises to full UP position.
11. Plug components and Lift cable into (customer supplied) power strip. Cables can slide through
holes in back of cabinet.
*Note: Do not plug components into factory strip in cabinet, as it powers down when Lift goes down. This strip
is used for cabinets with lights.

You are now ready to enjoy your system!
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